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NEWS RELEASE
NanaWall Reinvents the Kitchen With Unique
Dual-Height Window/Door Combination
SAN FRANCISCO, CA – NanaWall Systems continues to evolve the indoor/outdoor kitchen trend with Kitchen
Transition—an innovative system that adds versatility to kitchens without adding additional square feet. The
NanaWall Kitchen Transition is a combination of the company’s opening glass windows and opening glass
walls, creating a solution for families that offers maximum flexibility to kitchens.
Reinventing the heart of the home, Kitchen Transition creates an open floor plan that flows naturally into the
outdoor dining area for social gatherings, brings in fresh air and ventilation while cooking, and blurs the line
between the indoors and outdoors to provide the ultimate entertaining space.
“Kitchen Transition is the perfect solution for builders and homeowners to create an outdoor kitchen with a
sense of spaciousness for everyday use and entertaining,” said NanaWall Systems CEO Ebrahim Nana. “The
window/wall combination is an innovative way to enjoy the benefits and beauty of an outdoor kitchen.”
TWEET THIS: Kitchen Transition by @NanaWall Reinvents the #Kitchen With Unique Dual-Height
Window/Door Combination. http://bit.ly/1CBgQbj
The Kitchen Transition Folding System is a dual-height window/door combination that allows the window and
wall portions of the kitchen to open and operate independently; any combination can be created for virtually
any kitchen that faces a backyard, courtyard or deck.
The innovative Single Track Sliding System offers the option of zero floor track (for pristine countertops) and
hidden pocketed panels, which will be on display at the annual NAHB International Builders’ Show (IBS) from
Jan. 19-21, 2016 at booth #C3843.
For more information about NanaWall products, please visit nanawall.com.
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NanaWall’s Kitchen Transition is a
combination of the company’s folding glass
windows and folding glass walls.

The window and wall portions of the Kitchen
Transition open and operate independently

About NanaWall Systems
NanaWall Systems redefined the category of opening glass wall systems. During its 25-plus years in business,
the company has earned the trust of architects, builders, design professionals and homeowners as a solutions
provider for re-imagining how buildings, people and the elements interact. By combining precision engineering
and outstanding design options across more than 20 unique systems, NanaWall Systems advances design
possibilities beyond the conventional for almost any space. NanaWall Systems is located in the San Francisco
Bay Area, with 22 showroom and design studio locations across North America. NanaWall Systems is the
exclusive North American partner of Solarlux Germany, the world leader in opening glass wall technology.

